
As part of Black History Month, this list highlights just a few of the African Americans who’ve 

made notable contributions to the planning field. Not all are planners and have disparate 

professions and expertise like activist, architect, and sociologist, from an array of eras with 

different challenges. This list was compiled with a combination of suggestions by planning 

consultant Pete Saunders from his blog The Corner Side Yard and The Society of Black Urban 

Planners. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
W.E.B. Dubois (1868-1963) 
A sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, author and co-founder of the NAACP, DuBois published many 
notable works, including The Philadelphia Negro. A commissioned study by the University of 
Pennsylvania, it was the first case study of the social and economic conditions of a black community in 
the US and utilized statistically based examples, one of the earliest examples utilized in a sociological 
study. For many young African Americans from 1910 to the 1930s, Du Bois was the voice of the black 
community in fighting against segregation and for equal education. 
 
(Identifying Black Urbanists /The Corner Side Yard 
http://cornersideyard.blogspot.com/2015/07/identifying -black-urbanists.html) 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._E._B._Du_Bois) 
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/jimcrow/stories_people_dubois.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://cornersideyard.blogspot.com/2015/07/identifying%20-black-urbanists.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._E._B._Du_Bois
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/jimcrow/stories_people_dubois.html


 
 
Horace Cayton, Jr. (1903-1970)  
St Clair Drake (1911-1990) 
Cayton, a sociologist, newspaper columnist and author, and Drake, a sociologist and anthropologist who 
later founded the African American Studies program at Sanford, produced the sociological study, Black 
Metropolis: A study of Negro Life in a Northern City in 1945. In this landmark study of race and urban 
life providing a history of Chicago’s South Side and its black residents from the 1840s to the 1930s, 
Cayton and Drake delivered not only a “generalized analysis of black migration, settlement, community 
structure, and black-white race relations in the early part of the twentieth century, but also tell us what 
has changed in the last hundred years and what has not.”   
 
(Identifying Black Urbanists /The Corner Side Yard 
http://cornersideyard.blogspot.com/2015/07/identifying -black-urbanists.html) 
http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/B/bo20832325.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://cornersideyard.blogspot.com/2015/07/identifying%20-black-urbanists.html
http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/B/bo20832325.html


 
Dorothy Mae Richardson (1923?-1991) 
In the 1960s Richardson became a community activist who challenged local Pittsburgh banks to issue 
conventional loans for mortgages and housing rehabs in her Central North Side neighborhood. Much of 
the housing in her neighborhood, like many other older inner city neighborhoods at that time, was 
slated for demolition and in its place, the construction of public housing which would have disrupted 
and changed the face of the neighborhood. Her work with bankers and government officials to help her 
community improve their own neighborhood housing led to the founding of Neighborhood Housing 
Services in Pittsburgh, in the new field of community-based development. This became a model for the 
nation-wide group now known as NeighborWorks America, one of the nation’s leading community 
development institutions.  
 
 (Identifying Black Urbanists /The Corner Side Yard 
http://cornersideyard.blogspot.com/2015/07/identifying -black-urbanists.html) 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dorothy_Mae_Richardson) 
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Maurice Cox 

Known urban designer and architectural educator, Cox was recruited to be Detroit’s planning director in 

2015. The former Associate Dean for Community Engagement at Tulane School of Architecture, Director 

of Design at the National Endowment for the Arts, and Mayor of Charlottesville, Va, as well as educator 

at three Universities, Cox’s various appointments has given him a unique perspective on the merging of 

architecture, politics, design education and public engagement. During his mayoral term in 

Charlottesville, the city was ranked as the “#1 Best Place to Live in the USA & Canada” by Frommer’s 

Cities and in 2013, Cox was named one of the Most Admired Design Educators in America in the annual 

ranking of Design Intelligence. In Detroit, Cox has set in motion many of the ideas from the Detroit 

Future City plan created by the Dave Bing administration. While methodically picking areas for 

revitalization and developing strategies for vacant land and commercial districts, Cox remarks that 

demonstrating progress in the short term is as important. In the last few years, Detroit has seen the 

influx of new development in new apartments, mixed-use developments and a new transit project and is 

seeing the slowing of its dramatic population decline.  

 

http://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/detroit/2015/07/03/maurice-cox-detroit-planning-

director/29682221/ 
http://www.architectmagazine.com/design/maurice-coxs-detroit_o 

http://plan.cap.utah.edu/2016/09/presenting-maurice-cox-deans-distinguished-lecturer-and-planning-

director-for-the-city-of-detroit/ 

http://architecture.tulane.edu/news/2015/03/article-1334 
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Liz Ogbu 

As an architect and designer, Ogbu works to use her talents for social impact and change, both in the US 

and abroad, such as her design for a type of “community center” shelter for immigrant day laborers 

across the US to finding a better design of cook stoves for Tanzanians in order to improve users health 

and benefit the environment. Along with having designed for leading nonprofits like IDEO.org and Public 

Architecture, Ogbu leads workshops, exhibits and publishes on human-centered design, and designing 

for social impact and change. Additionally Ogbu has taught at the California College of the Arts, and 

currently at Stanford and UC Berkley, where she is committed to teaching social impact work to her 

students where they will discover opportunities at the intersection of design, innovation, and 

community engagement. 

 

http://www.lizogbu.com/about/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0MnGZ1gB4k (Ted Talk) 

http://ced.berkeley.edu/ced/faculty-staff/liz-ogbu 
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Mitchell Silver 

A commissioner for the NYC Parks Department since 2014, Mitchell Silver served as the head of planning 

departments for the years previous in Raleigh, NC, NYC, NJ and Washington, DC. He was the first African 

American to hold the title of president of the American Planning Association, from 2011-2013, where he 

led an international effort to elevate the value and rebirth of planning in the 21st century. An 

internationally-renowned planning director and expert lecturer, Silver has focused his long career on 

providing access and availability to parks and open space in order to increase sustainability in cities and 

improve the quality of life of its residents, especially low-income residents. He is known for his pivotal 

role in the formulation of the Harlem on the River plan which redesigned a hotel development site into a 

$20 million park. In 2012 Silver was named one of the top international thought leaders of the built 

environment by the Urban Times, and in 2013 was named one of the Top 100 City Innovators in the 

World by UBM Future Cities. 

 

https://www.nycgovparks.org/about/people/nyc-parks-commissioner 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitchell_Silver 

http://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/100-14/de-blasio-administration-appoints-mitchell-

silver-parks-commissioner#/0 
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Joanna Trotter 

Joanna Trotter is the senior program officer in economic and community development for The Chicago 

Community Trust where she leads grant making to community based organizations for general operating 

support, for inspiring philanthropy, and for innovation funding that supports emerging ideas. They have 

issued grants to organizations such as the Global Philanthropy Partnership, Sargent Shriver National 

Center on Poverty Law and First Defense Legal Aid. Before that she worked the director for the 

University of Chicago’s Office of Civic Engagement where she supported local underserved economies 

and markets, improving opportunities for quality housing and increasing transportation availability. 

There she remained committed to the challenge of helping underserved neighborhoods in Chicago draw 

new investments and opportunities all the while maintaining their unique essence - balancing 

reinvestment and affordability without gentrifying. 

 

http://cct.org/people/joanna-trotter/ 

http://www.policylink.org/blog/the-return-of-100-interns-joanna-trotter 
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